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any thought it wa s the end of motorc ycling when bmw t wins
went to water cooling (and it almost was when Harley did it). But time and technology
marches on, and we stand at the threshold of another turnstone.

As your responsible editor, I try to remain at
the crest of the giddy wave. To that end we’ve
got our first (of probably many) stories about
electric motorcycling. And this isn’t for eco
slowpokes, but rather for the hardcore speed
addict. Hold on to those bars!

to be a long while. He’ll take off right on the
next page.
Despite being November, there’s still
stuff on the calendar. The Christmas Party
is coming right up, and we’ve got the latest
on that. And if you’re looking to keep up with
what the club’s been doing, zip down to page
8 for some pix from Jon’s El Morro ride.
It’s still a busy biker time!
David Wilson, editor

This month we also introduce our first
regular column. Keith Ingram has been
around the block on wheels, to say the least,
and he is prolific with stories and ideas. He
will be a regular fixture in these pages until I
run out of his stuff, which at this point is going
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KEITH’S CORNER
WHY DO I RIDE?

by Keith Ingram

A

t 70 years of age and owning bikes both engine and human powered, I’m often asked why I
ride. The “nay sayers” are plentiful and to the person, always negative about riding or driving
anything having less than four wheels and the proverbial “cage” surrounding the driver. They
are afraid to ride themselves. They always know a brother/sister/friend/friend of a friend
who was dismembered/destroyed/crippled for two lifetimes/will never be the same/never grew
up – someone who’s life was forever changed because of an accident while riding.
The excuses from them are endless and I never argue the point. I do mention, however, that
motorcycle racing paid for my college education and my mountain bicycling saved my life when I
had a heart attack. During the angiogram I discovered that my heart, because of extreme efforts
during pedaling up and down trails, was forced to grow five natural bypasses and therefore saved
my life when the attack occurred. Double bypass surgery followed. Two days later, I was home.
Three more days, and I was back riding my mountain bike. The next weekend, I returned to the
heart attack section of the mountain bike trail and rode for five hours without any problem.
When telling friends of this, they all questioned my sanity, until I told them the cardio doc’s
opinion to this activity. He told me to “keep it up,” stating most become “self-inflicted cardio
cripples” afraid to do anything. The inactivity will probably kill them. I was once again riding
motorcycles as well. It’s been over ten years and the doc never suggested nitro pills or any “careful”
activity to protect my “patched’ heart.
I just finished the Wichita Falls Hotter ‘n Hell 100 mile bicycle endurance ride. I added to
the fun of carrying my road bicycle atop my BMW GSA motorcycle. The best of both worlds.
Motorcycle ride to the event, bicycle event and then ride a motorcycle back home!

Our bikes come without seatbelts, warning buzzers, or other “nanny state” signs/lights/
warnings/ so common within a “cage” form of transportation. However that state of “risk” is part
of the appeal. Years from now, we bikers will not have to sit on our easy chair and realize “we could
have” but lacked the courage to hop atop a two wheel object and ride toward the setting sun.
In this age of “protect us from everything,” we riders are perhaps the last of the true “risk
takers,” the “Two Wheel Cowboys” of the world. Just ask any rider the reaction they receive
when stopped to purchase fuel. It’s a rare time when one or more motorist doesn’t strike up a
conversation as to what we ride, where we’re going or how we like riding.
Actually, after riding a bit over 450,000 miles in the last fifteen or so years, I can’t remember
one time I didn’t receive friendly comments and questions about my riding and travels when
stopped to purchase fuel. Of course what the drivers are really saying with their questions, is they
wished they were riding too.
Perhaps the most unusual response I receive from “cagers” is when riding in cold weather. For
fun, I don’t always indicate I wear a heated suit. I sometimes respond with the “If you don’t ride
in this cool weather, you won’t ride when it get’s really cold”.
A nasty personal day is usually made more tolerable with a bike ride. I once read a bumper
sticker stating “Sometimes it takes a whole tank of gas to clear your head”. So true. However
with nothing wrong, that tank of gas is still wonderfully spent. The ride, with a group or solo, has
unseen and unrealized positive affects only understood by those of us experiencing the trip.
Why do we ride? The reasons are perhaps no more numerous than the numbers of us riding.
Just ask the next time your riding.
November 2014
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KILLAJOULE

FAST AS

KILLACYCLE

LIGHTNING

from killacycleracing.com
Land speed record holder Eva Håkansson and her home-built electric streamliner sidecar
motorcycle “KillaJoule” set several historical records at Bonneville Motorcycle Speed Trials last
week. With a top speed of 241.901 mph and a two-way average of 240.726 mph, she beat the
previous electric motorcycle speed record by a stunning 25 mph. The new speed record also
made her to the world’s fastest female on a motorcycle.
In addition to being a new electric motorcycle record, the speed is also an overall new record
for any kind of sidecar motorcycles, including internal combustion-powered sidecar motorcycles.
“This is a truly historic event,” Eva Håkansson says. “It is the first time in over a century that an
electric vehicle beats internal combustion for a vehicle type. The last time this happened was
in 1899 when the world’s fastest car was the electric car ‘La Jamais Contente’ driven by Camille
Jenatzy at 65 mph. Since then, internal combustion has dominated everything.“ Eva and KillaJoule
now holds the titles: Fastest electric motorcycle in the world; Fastest sidecar motorcycle in the
world (including internal combustion); Fastest speed of the event; Fastest woman on a motorcycle
in the world.
The 33 year old Eva is PhD student in mechanical engineering at the NSF Center for High Voltage/
Temperature Materials and Structures at University of Denver. However, KillaJoule is just a very
expensive hobby project together with her husband Bill Dube. Bill is also a mechanical engineer
and research scientist at the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration. Although the
design is a team work involving family and friends, Eva has manufactured about 80% of the
vehicle herself in their two-car garage. It has taken 5 years to build the KillaJoule on a shoe-string

budget. Eva and Bill define themselves as “backyard racers with high-level engineering skills.”
They owe much of their success to “doing the math” to calculate exactly what will work best,
instead of relying on luck, intuition or anecdotal information to find the optimal solution.
Although the KillaJoule is a fun hobby project, its real purpose is to be eco-activism in disguise.
The main purpose of this 19 ft., 400 HP, sleek, sexy motorcycle is to show that eco-friendly doesn’t
mean slow and boring. Eva is also on a mission to encourage girls and women to pursue a career
in science and engineering.
KillaCycle™ is the quickest electric motorcycle in the world. It has over 500 HP and accelerates
0-60 mph (0-96 km/h) in less than one second! The secret of KillaCycle™? The batteries! The
powerful A123 Systems nano-phosphate™ battery cells are what makes the KillaCycle™ go as fast
as it does! KillaCycle™: is the quickest electric motorcycle in the world; has since 1999 continuously
set and broken its own world records; was the first electric vehicle to break the 8 seconds barrier in
drag racing (November 2007); was the first electric powered vehicle of any kind to go over 150 mph
in a ¼ mile (August 2000); as set more records on the drag strip than any other electric vehicle.
SPECS: 0-60 mph (0-96 km/h): 0.97 seconds Acceleration: 2.89 G Best Top Speed in ¼
mile: 174.05 MPH Lowest ¼ mile Elapsed Time (ET): 7.82 seconds @ 168 mph Power: over 500
hp Battery: lithium iron nano-phosphate™ cells from A123 Systems Battery voltage: 374 Volts.
High-current cell interconnect tabs welded with Miyachi-Unitek equipment Motors: Two DC
series motors @ 87 lbs (40 kg) each.
KillaCycle™ is silent aside from the chain and some tire noise.
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LOE B MW R C ALE N DAR

NOVEMBER
S

GENERAL CALENDAR INFO

SUNDAY, NOVEMBER 9

As always, while event information is posted
in the Shaft, there may be last minute changes,
which will be reflected on the Message Board.
If you cannot visit the Message Board, the
ride contact person can notify you of changes.
Please note all rides are at the individual’s own
discretion and risk. These are destination rides
so each person should “ride their own ride”
while meeting up with others at the various
destinations of the ride. Be sure you’re aware
of the route and bring your own maps/GPS
to assist you. Exchanging cell phone numbers
with other ride participants is recommended.
If you decide to drop out of the ride at some
point during the ride, notifying at least one
other ride participant of your intention to
drop out will help alleviate unnecessary
confusion or concern for your whereabouts.
All information will be posted to the Calendar,
which is located under “Events” on the left
side of our Home Page.

For you old dogs out there, here’s the poop:
9 am to 3 pm, in the Vapor Blast Solutions
parking lot, 4350 Center Drive, Santa Fe. This
is the event to buy or sell your classic, vintage
or modern motorcycles, project bikes or parts.
Street bikes, dirt bikes, trials, MX, Enduro,
chopper, bobber or what have you, as long as
it is motorcycle related, bring it! Call Dan at
(505) 946-7097 or email santafe.craigslist.
org/mcy/4726255307.html

ON ANY SUNDAY
Some gather for Sunday breakfast at Milly’s
on Jefferson just North of San Antonio. Meet
between 7:30 and 8:30 am.
SUNDAY, NOVEMBER 2

TRAVELING BREAKFAST

Let’s take a short ride to the Range Café in
Bernalillo, then it’s off to a fun day of riding.
We had a great turn out last month in
Mountainair, so let’s repeat and eat. Meet
there at 8:00 am.

SANTA FE SWAP MEET

SATURDAY, DECEMBER 13

THE CHRISTMAS PARTY

Festivities start at 11 am, lunch to be served at
noon. We have the entire restaurant. Buffet
to include: Salad; Pasta Marinara- Penne
pasta tossed tomato Marinara sauce; Pasta
Pastora- Penne pasta in a buttery ricotta
and asiago cream sauce; Chicken MarsalaChicken sautéed in a Marsala wine sauce with
fresh portabella mushrooms: Pizza- assorted
homemade 10” pizzas. Sides to include:
Homemade Meatballs; Hot & Mild Italian
Sausages. Also Assorted Desserts and soft
drinks included.
Don’t forget that this festivity is included
with your membership dues. Please RSVP for
the Christmas Party to the Message Board
poll (preferred method) at www.loebmwr.
org/forum/viewtopic.php?f=4&t=4544.
You must be registered and logged in to the
Message Board to use the poll. If you cannot
use the Message Board poll, you can instead
RSVP to VicePresident@loebmwr.org. Please
RSVP using only the Message Board poll OR
by sending an email – don’t RSVP using the
poll and by emailing. Each member may bring
one guest at no additional charge.
There will also be door prizes. Trombino’s
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is located at 5415 Academy Rd N.E. Hope to
see you there!
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NIGHT OF THE WHITE GLOVES

BMW Museum, Munich Germany
from Kati Hockner, BMW Clubs International
Forbidden fruit always tastes the best. That’s
the reason the BMW Museum is hosting for
the seventh time the “Night of the White
Gloves”. All visitors will receive a pair of white
gloves. You may then do what is otherwise
prohibited – namely touch almost all the
exhibits.
This gives you the unique opportunity of
touching and “sensually understanding” the
technology, design and shapes of classic
BMW automobiles and BMW motorcycles
from the nearly 100-year brand history. The
BMW Museum presents a total of more than
125 exhibits on four and two wheels. From
7 pm until midnight you can not only touch
rare classics such as the BMW 328, but
also explore the interior, engine and luggage
compartments of the vehicles and have
experts explain exciting details.
An entertaining program on the topic of
product photography rounds off this unique
night in the BMW Museum. You can have
your picture taken in front of a Concept Car
on the BMW Plaza and then have your face
mounted into the vehicle. For some truly
original snapshots, for example with visitors
wearing white gloves, there is a photo machine
which can print out photos right away or also
post them on social networks.
Admission is free if you register by
November 6 via the BMW Clubs International
Office.
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NOTE CONCERNING THE CALENDAR
You are strongly encouraged to check
the Message Board and the Calendar
(http://calendar.loebmwr.com/) on the web
site before any event, to be apprised of any lastminute changes. You’ll also find impromptu
rides posted, reviews and opinions on club
activities as they happen.
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LOE B MW R N E WS
RALLY THANKS

from the Peñasco Fire Department

COME CHECK OUT OUR NEW SHOWROOM
AND THE ALL NEW 2015 MODELS!!

Sandia BMW Motorcycles
6001 PAN AMERICAN WEST FWY NE
ALBUQUERQUE, NM 87109-3421
505-884-9137

NEW RALLY STUFF: FOR SALE!

from RJ Mirabal
Our great little rally continues to succeed
while many other BMW club rallies have
faded. Gary Cade and all his volunteers made
sure of that again this year!
We have the following items from the
2014 rally as well as some from past years
available. If you did not have a chance to
attend the rally, this is your chance to support
the club and all its great benefits by buying
some swag!
2014 Rally shirts (black, see back of shirt
logo below) still available (SS: $15, LS: $20):
Small short sleeve (SS): 6 shirts
Medium SS: 9
Large SS: 2
XLarge SS: 7

XLarge long sleeve (LS): 1
2XL SS: 6
3XL LS: 3
3XL SS: 3
2013 Rally shirts (blue) all $5
Small LS: 10
Small SS: 7
Medium LS: 4
Medium SS: 2
3XL LS: 3
3XL SS: 3
2012 Rally shirt (gray) $5
Medium LS: 3
2011-14 Rally Pins $1 each or buy a 2014
t-shirt and get a free pin!
Act fast by contacting RJ by at:
rjmcreativearts@gmail.com

WANT TO RIDE TO BAJA,
MEXICO?

from Paul Browning
Have you ever wondered what it would be
like to ride the Baja all the way down to San
Cabolos, drive the loops of paved roads, etc?
I would like to organize a trip for next spring. I
would volunteer my F-250 Supercab to put all
our gear in it that you can’t carry on the bikes.
I’d like to take my scuba gear and do a few
days’ diving. I’m suggesting approximately a
two week trip. We could also pull a trailer for
more gear or a bike that breaks down.
We could camp when needed, get hotel
deals where needed, ladies could drive the
truck (insurance would cover them), and
divide up the cost of insurance and gas for the
truck. We could bring back lots of souvenirs

Continued on next page
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that people would want.
We could have GS and street bikes. The
GS-ers could do their side trips and we all
meet up in the evening. We could start at San
Diego/Tijuana or someplace east just as long
as it goes straight into the Baja.
I have been to La Paz (Baja), and San Carlos,
Mexico once. I do not know much about the
Baja except for maps and brochures.
The schedule could be flexible so that
everyone gets to check off parts of their
bucket lists. I want to go for the adventure and
to find out if I would be interested in further
vacation trips. By the brocures that a diving
friend just brought back to me, there are
many sites to see, shopping malls, touristy
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stuff like a submarine, walk the seafloor with
a helmet on, ferry tours, etc. Please email me
at browningpw2004@yahoo.com if you’re
interested.
I know that there are tour guide trips by
companies, but I think this would be cheaper.
Everyone could see what they want to see,
ride and adventure from Albuquerque to the
top of the Baja and back, and see all of it. I’d
like to set up a meeting for everyone that
may want to go. Suggestions are open for the
meeting date and place. I think that it would
be a nice group trip, and safer than riding as
an individual.

NEW MEMBERS

Welcome to our new club members! Say hi
to Carrie C, Cliff O and Susan Q. We look
forward to seeing you at some of our club
shindigs (and the Christmas Party!), and in
some far-off places riding your motorcycles.

300HP KAWASAKI NINJA H2

designed in house with help from Kawasaki’s
Gas Turbine Machinery Company, Aerospace
Company and Corporate Technology Division.
This bike is meant to show off the capability
of such a big company like Kawasaki and
prove to the general public what their R and
production is capable of.
As for the chassis, that’s an engineering
feet unto itself. The bike is designed for highspeed riding, but according to Kawasaki they
also wanted it to handle. They sacrificed a
long wheelbase for handling purposes, as a
longer wheelbase would normally help with
high-speed stability. Instead they focused
heavily on the aerodynamics to make up the
difference.
An all-new stiff trellis frame, “provided
both the strength to harness the incredible
power of the supercharged engine, and
balanced flex to help stability for high-speed
competition riding.” It takes a lot to keep a

It’s finally here, the announcement of the 2015
Kawasaki Ninja H2R and it’s big: producing
an earth-moving 300hp, the Ninja H2R is the
most powerful motorcycle ever produced.
Built as a race-only bike, the H2R is said
to produce a whooping 300hp max – straight
off the showroom floor – with a supercharged
998cc, inline-4 cylinder. No signals or mirrors
and full-slicks, the H2R is only designed for
the race track.
We didn’t think we’d see a 300hp
motorcycle, but the H2 is living up to its
hype. This power number makes the Ninja
H2R the highest-horespower motorcycle ever
manufactured, beating out Kawasaki’s own
ZX-14R. We aren’t sure of the power output
of the H2 street-version yet or if it’ll feature
the full carbon fiber body, but we’d bet those
power numbers will also beat out the ZX-14R.
The all-new supercharger was built and
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300hp engine in place while maintaining
rigidity, but it sounds like this chassis will do
the job.
Kawasaki says that the carbon-fiber upper
and lower winglets and aero work are a part of
the “Intense-Force Design” along with the air
ducting that feeds the supercharger. Designed
with help from Kawasaki’s Aerospace
Company, the winglets increased stability in
the ultra-high speed range and were critical
to the motorcycle’s overall design.
Finishing out the details, the tank is a black
chrome and the trellis frame is in Kawa green,
naturally.
Kawasaki set out to build the fastest
accelerating bike in the world and therefore
produced the most powerful. “The kind of
acceleration no rider has experienced before”
is Kawasaki’s tag line for the H2.
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LOE B MW R CLU B I N FO
O FFICE R S
INFORMATION
Info@LOEBMWR.org
LOE BMW R general inquiries
PRESIDENT
David Hudson
President@LOEBMWR.org
VICE PRESIDENT
Doug Guinn
VicePresident@LOEBMWR.org
COMMUNICATIONS
Damian Velasquez
Communications@LOEBMWR.org
MEMBERSHIP SERVICES
Lynn Coburn
Membership@LOEBMWR.org
MEMBERSHIP RECORDS
Kim Helm
Membership@LOEBMWR.org

ACTIVITIES
RJ Mirabal
Activities@LOEBMWR.org
RALLY CHAIR
Gary Cade
Rally@LOEBMWR.org

JOI N TH E LO E B MW R

S U B M IT TO TH E S HAF T

Yearly dues are $35 (note new price). Dues are
payable on January 1. Nonpaying members
will be rendered inactive on March 1st. For
more information or to pay:

Send in your stories, opinions, pictures,
gripes…we publish anything! Send your
contributions to:

Land of Enchantment BMW Riders
PO Box 92095
Albuquerque, NM
87199-2095

TREASURER
Jan
Treasurer@LOEBMWR.org
SECRETARY
Lynn Coburn
Secretary@LOEBMWR.org

www.loebmwr.org

NEWSLETTER
David Wilson
Newsletter@LOEBMWR.org

BENEFITS OF BECOMING A MEMBER
• 10% discount at Sandia/Santa Fe BMW for
BMW items
• 10% discount off entire ticket at OCD
Custom Cycles & Repair in Santa Fe
• Annual winter Progressive Breakfast
• Club birthday picnic
• Christmas party
• Rides
• Camaraderie

or contact membership@loebmwr.org

WEBMASTER
Terry Rowley
Webmaster@LOEBMWR.org

SHAFT ADVERTISING RATES
$225/yr. – K page
$150/yr. – N page
$100/yr. – Business Card Size

BMW Riders Club
Land of Enchantment

Computer files are easiest for me, or you can
fax it, or scribble on a piece of paper and mail
it. I don’t care! And don’t forget lots and lots
of pictures.
All stories © by the individual authors, used
by permission.
Newsletter design and production by

david@david wilson design.us
www. david wilson design.us
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David Wilson
727-2 Cedar Hill La NE
Albuquerque, NM 87122
505-328-6163
david@davidwilsondesign.us
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TH E R E AR VI E W
EL MORRO RIDE

by Jan Sands, photos by Larry Mounger
We had a delicious lunch at Ancient Ways
Cafe. There were about 9 of us all together
with various riding speeds and routes … but
we managed to have a fun time whenever
we reconnected at gas stations or lunch.
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